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The parties’ statements are expressed in Civil Procedure Law of the People's 
Repulic of China which published and enforced early in 1991, at the same time,it,as 
one of legal evidences,has been ascertained by the method of enumerate. 
Furthermore,the validity of the parties’ statements is affirmed through the judicial 
interpretation stipulated by the Supreme People's Court in China. Some scholars in the 
law circles in China initiated a study on the system of the parties’ statements as early 
as in 2001,even put forward some legislative proposals of formulating 
system.However ,so far, the parties’ statements have still existed many insufficient 
and deffects both in legislation and judicial practice in China. Especially the 
sensational "Mo Zhaojun incident" happened in 2002,has once again aroused the 
concern of our scholars and practitioners whether the parties’ statements , as one of 
legal evidences,are as important as other legal evidences. This thesis states 
meaning,character, function, the independent evidence status and the formulation of 
system about the parties’ statements, puts forward that it should be defined from the 
aspects of the subject, object, form of statements and formation ,proposes a standard 
on“the parties’ participation and experiencing”,points out its fuction includes general 
procedure function and proving fact,affirms and expounds its independent evidence 
status from the historical, extraterritorial, litigation models’ and evidence’ 
perspective.Besides, the thesis also takes some constructive suggestion for institution 
of the parties’ statements including main system——hearing the parties’ statements 
and inquiring the parties——and auxiliary system. 
Except for the preface and the epilogue, there are three chapters in this thesis. 
Chapter one is the general program of this thesis, which analyses the parties' 
statements' meaning,character, two main functions and so on. It also explores its many 
insufficient and deffects both in legislation field and judicial practice in China. 















historical , extraterritorial, litigation models’ and evidence’s perspective.It points out 
that the parties’ statements should play a role as important as other legal evidences. 
Chapter three puts forward some suggestion for institution of the parties’ 
statements which includes both main system such as hearing the parties’ statements 
and inquiring the parties and auxiliary system，for example，attendance,oath institution, 
the true obligation about the party and interpretation right,inner conviction system 
about the judge. 
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